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PROTOCOL VALIDATION

Correlation Between the Protocol and Student Achievement Gains

This section helps answer the following questions:

• Do teachers who rate highly on a domain also have higher student achievement gains?
• Do teachers with a high average protocol score also have higher student achievement

gains?

Correlation Between the Protocol and Student Achievement Gains
The Validation Engine performs a correlation between the teachers’ scores on the protocol and
their student achievement gains to determine whether there is a relationship. The student achieve-
ment gains are calculated using a statistical method called value-added modeling, which estimates
a teacher’s contribution to the achievement growth of their students. The method considers factors
like a student’s prior achievement and then estimates what gains we would expect in an average
classroom. It then determines whether the gains made in a teacher’s classroom are greater or lesser
than we would expect.

How to Interpret the Results
Figure 1 shows the results of the correlation between the protocol and student achievement gains. A
positive correlation represents a relationship where teachers with high protocol scores also tended
to have students who made greater achievement gains. A negative correlation represents a relation-
ship where teachers with high protocol scores tended to have students who made lesser achieve-
ment gains. Each domain is listed in the order entered into the Validation Engine. Below each
domain is a bar representing its correlation with student achievement gains. The Validation Engine
calculates the statistical significance level of the correlation, and if the correlation is significant, an
asterisk is displayed. If the relationship is statistically significant, then it probably did not happen
by chance.

It is expected that some protocol domains may be more strongly associated with student growth
than others. If the findings present a weak correlation or no correlation at all, this does not mean
the protocol is invalid. It means only that an association was not established.
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Figure 1: Correlation Between Protocol and Student Achievement Gains
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